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In this paper we present WordClicker , a clicker game for text anno-
tation. We believe the mechanics of ‘Ville type Free-To-Play (F2P)
games in general, and clicker games in particular, is particularly
suited for GWAPs (Games-With-A-Purpose). WordClicker was de-
veloped as one component of a suite of GWAPs meant to cover all
aspects of language interpretation, from tokenization to anaphoric
interpretation. As such, WordClicker is intended to have a dual
function as part of this suite of GWAPs: both for parts-of-speech
annotation and for teaching players about parts of speech so that
they can go on and play GWAPs for more complex syntactic an-
notation. Therefore, game-based language learning platforms also
had a strong influence on its design.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Games-With-A-Purpose (GWAPs) for creating language resources
[11, 25, 36, 44] have shown promise in terms of their ability to gather
high quality annotations and in terms of scalability. However, player
recruitment and retention remains a challenge with such games,
that have yet to acquire or retain players at a scale comparable to
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the most successful GWAPs [9, 45]. The original GWAPs for AI
by von Ahn, such as The ESP Game, were effective in presenting
their tasks, as per the original definition, in such a way that the
labels gathered were a byproduct of play [45]. In contrast, it has
been said that language resourcing games such as PhraseDetectives
[36], are not entirely GWAPs as annotations are not a byproduct,
but rather it is evident that the player is annotating text [26]. This
can be said of the majority, if not all language resourcing GWAPs.
Wordrobe for example, unlike PhraseDetectives, is a game which
deliberately aims to hide the true nature and linguistic complexity
of the tasks by presenting them as multiple choice questions and
removing linguistic terminology [44]. However, it remains evident
the player is annotating text. Similarly for other well-known game-
like approaches to NLP resource creation such as Jeux-de-Mots and
Zombilingo [11, 25]. Proper GWAPs have been proposed, but never
really used for resource creation or reported high levels of player
acquisition [19].
The approach to making text annotation GWAPs more game-like
followed in this work is based on the general principle of starting
from a pre-existing and engaging game mechanics, just as done in
some of the most interesting GWAPs for AI [19, 47]. The question
we addressed was: what type of existing game ’hides’ the mechanics
of text annotation more easily?
Our contribution WordClicker , the adaptation of so-called ‘Ville
game [21] mechanics for text labelling. We believe this type of game
design addresses a lot of the challenges to be addressed by text
annotation GWAPs (or indeed, GWAPs for any type of annotation).
We believe this type of design, in which entertaining games are
created out of intrinsically repetitive activities, is uniquely suited
for annotation games, in which the objective is to keep players
performing unentertaining activities for a long period.
WordClicker was developed as one component of a suite of GWAP
meant to cover all aspects of language interpretation, from tokeniza-
tion to anaphoric interpretation, not unlike theWordRobe suite of
games [3]. WordClicker is intended to have a dual function as part
of this suite of GWAPs: to be usable to label parts of speech, but also,
and equally importantly, to train players in preparation for other
games for syntactic annotation which presuppose the ability to
recognize nouns or verbs. As such, its design drew inspiration not
only from clicker games, but also from work on language learning
platforms.
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2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Text Labelling In Games With A Purpose
Games With A Purpose (GWAPs) were originally proposed by Von
Ahn [45] as a method of soliciting human computation as a byprod-
uct of users playing a game. The original GWAPs targeted image
labelling tasks [46, 48, 49], but the concept was later deployed tackle
far more ambitious tasks [9], including language resourcing (LR)
[11, 25, 36, 44].
From their inception it was evident there were various challenges
to GWAPs, for some of which, Von Ahn offered some design solu-
tions [47]. Naturally, there were additional challenges encountered
when attempting to apply the paradigm to different areas, particu-
larly when the tasks were more challenging than the original image
labelling tasks. However, as pointed out by Tuite, as games present
a multitude of opportunities for teaching their users, in contrast
with other crowdsourcing approaches, this challenge is also GWAPs
opportunity to excel [42]. GWAPs for language resourcing (LR) is
perhaps one of the most challenging yet opportunistic domains.
One of the problems with all GWAPs, from a design perspective,
is the conflicting interest of tools and toys. Challenge in a game is
artificially introduced in the form of internal goals, for the sake of
the game. Tools however, are designed to reduce the challenge of
achieving the external goal or purpose [32]. By improving the game
one could negatively impact achieving the purpose (“orthogonal
game mechanics” [42]), or by improving the users ability to achieve
the purpose, make the game less entertaining.
It has been said that Phrase Detectives [36] (shown in Figure 1),
was more of an application of gamification than a true GWAP [26],
retaining its tool like focus. Another approach, at the other end of
the spectrum, has been to make the GWAP as game-like as possible
[19, 43]. A third approach, somewhere in between, is to try to and
hide the linguistic nature of the task to give a game like appearance
whilst retaining the tool like utility [44]. None of these GWAPs
has succeeded yet in providing a truly game-like experience as
originally envisaged by von Ahn [45], although Phrase Detectives
at least has been able to collect very large amounts of annotations if
not perhaps on the scale originally envisaged by GWAP proponents.
Figure 1: Text Labelling in PhraseDetectives
Cost is another constraint that features repeatedly in the dis-
cussion of GWAPs. Modern games have very large development
[13, 31, 50] and marketing budgets [13, 16]. However, reduced cost
over manual labelling was the main motivation given for the de-
velopment of the original GWAPs [46, 49] and has been given as
a motivation for LR GWAPs [44]. Multiple LR GWAPs use it as
a metric by which they evaluate their success [19, 36] and have
shown it is possible to use a GWAP to gather annotations more
cost effectively than other methods [36]. However, for the majority
of projects this constraint rules out development of traditional ex-
pensive modern games for GWAPs, as they would likely be more
expensive than crowdsourcing [36, 39].
GWAPs require a game that supports infinite gameplay, this is
part of the most popular games [19, 36, 46, 48, 49]. This is not a
feature of many game genres, particularly those that have a limited
story.
Another challenge is that the GWAP player bases contribute very
unevenly. Phrase Detectives reports a Zipfian distribution, with 1.6%
of its players made 89% of its annotations in the Facebook version
of their game[6]. There’s a very similar situation with ZombiLingo
players [12]. This means catering to two very different types of
player.
2.2 Text Labelling and Language Learning
As it happens, very popular Mobile Assisted Language Learning
(MALL) apps such as Duolingo 1, have a strong labelling focus that
is often token based, as shown in Figure 2.
Figure 2: Text Labelling in Duolingo
Learning using drills, flashcards, or generally learning by rote
[33], remains the preferred method in modern Mobile Assisted
Language Learning (MALL) with the most popular apps [17] such as
Duolingo [37] and Memrise [20] using spaced repetition algorithms
that calculate the optimal interval with which to test a player to
ensure long-term memory.
3 ‘VILLE GAMES
The hypothesis behind the development of WordClicker is that so-
called ‘Ville Games are a particularly apt model for GWAP design.
In this Section we first introduce F2P games before going on to
discuss ‘Ville Games and the particular form of ‘Ville games we
used, clicker games.
1https://www.duolingo.com
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3.1 Free-to-Play Games
The F2P (Free-to-Play) revenuemodel has become a popular method
of reaching casual gamers on web and mobile platforms [1, 29].
These audiences would not necessarily consider committing to
an initial purchase, but may consider small purchases to enhance
experience as they progress in the game [29]. For games that employ
this revenue model, F2P motivates a specific set of design objectives
[28], For example, these small purchases take place over a long
period of time, so F2P games, like GWAPs, are often designed to
be infinite or long lasting. The lack of initial financial investment
means the game needs to appeal to the player right from the start,
as there is nothing to discourage the player putting it down if it
is too difficult to master for a casual gamer, or is not immediately
entertaining. Consequently F2P games commonly feature a shallow
learning curve. One of the most important parts, at the heart of
the design of Free-to-Play games, is their core game loop [29],
↪→ Action →Wait → Reward → Upдrade → (loop) .
Commonalities between the interests of F2P and GWAPs have
been pointed out before, which has led to the adaptation of F2P met-
rics for GWAPs [7, 30], and the translation of their microtransaction
system into a “microwork” system in a GWAP [10].
3.2 ‘Ville Games
So-called “‘Ville Games” are, we would argue, a particularly relevant
category of F2P games for GWAP design. Following the advent of so-
cial networks [5], various organisations, particularly Facebook [15],
opened their platforms to the embedding and distribution of third
party applications. Of these, was a set of multiplayer games that
allowed friends to play together known as social network games
(SNGs). Often using the Free-to-Play revenue model [34], costing
comparatively less to develop than their conventional counterparts
[38], offering inclusive play to casual gamers (being easy to pick
up and put down in short sessions) [34], and being web-based (ac-
cessible on a variety of devices [18]), they quickly shot to success
[8, 23, 24]. One particularly successful group of such games is the
‘Ville group of games created by Zynga that share the “Ville” suffix
to their names (e.g. FarmVille, FishVille, YoVille). Over time, led by
the successful ’Ville titles, the design of popular SNGs began to
homogenize into a common set of studied design patterns [23, 27].
There are reoccurring design patterns that appear in these games
[27]. For example, in the gameplay, a player action typically results
in gathering an in-game resource which develops over time. A fur-
ther player action realises a reward from harvesting the resource
as in-game currency. Resources that the player has failed to con-
vert to in-game currency after some given timer period wither.
They also have a variety of resources, aside from the previously
mentioned game-specific resource and in-game currency.
The core game loop of action (purchase resource), waiting (re-
source appreciates in value), reward (resource converted to cur-
rency), upgrade from F2P, is very evident in the design patterns of
‘Ville games. [29]
3.3 Clicker Games
The aforementioned ‘Ville Games and their wider SNG genre, have
been the subject of satire with critics creating games with deliber-
ately bland core game mechanics, such as “Cow Clicker”, that in-
volves simply clicking once every six hours [4]. This widely mocked,
but undeniably successful [40] game design pattern spawned a sub-
genre of games that distilled the ‘Ville paradigm known as “clicker
games” in which the player repeatedly clicks to earn points which
they can use to purchase items that enable them to earn more points
[21].
There are nowmany variations of the clicker game design, collec-
tively known as “Incremental games”, with some research proposing
a taxonomy [2]. The key defining factor that separates Incremental
games is the spectrum of interactivity with the player [21]. The
previously mentioned “clicker game” variety is among the highest
level of interactivity and the lowest “zero player games” in which
the player’s role is reduced to that of a spectator for the majority
of the game [2].
Many games have continued these ideasmore seriously and there
have already been successful, entirely text based “clicker games”,
such as “A Dark Room” [14]. Exploiting behavioural psychology
and decision making, these games appear to have, in part, changed
our definition of what we believe a “good” game is [27].
Figure 3: Clicker Game - “A Dark Room” [14]
Of all incremental games, “Clicker games” are of particular in-
terest as they have both a high level of interaction and an almost
tool-like “high ludic efficiency” that matches the interests of GWAPs
and serious games. The player doesn’t have to have fast reactions,
good coordination or be practised, they simply click. [2, 21] Ad-
ditionally, whilst SNGs have been shown to offer an inexpensive
method of gathering a large casual player base, “Clicker games” are
cheaper still, being created by very small teams or individuals in
very little time [2, 22, 40].
Additionally, Clicker games provide an entertaining way of pre-
senting a highly repetitive task. Aside from being suitable for la-
belling, this may also be of interest for learning by rote (as com-
monly used in MALL apps).
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4 WORDCLICKER
WordClicker is a web-based 2, desktop and mobile friendly, one-
player game in which a player learns the classes of words by playing
a baker that gets her/his ingredients by clicking on words associ-
ated with those ingredients. The core game mechanics is simply
classifying individual words into classes (associated with ingredient
jars) by clicking on them, a mechanic that should be transferable
to the majority of word-labelling tasks. If the player is correct, af-
ter clicking they get ingredients, that are used to make the cakes.
The game is very simple, taking approximately two weeks for one
person to develop.
4.1 Gameplay
To begin with, the player is shown details of the task they will be
performing with a short explanation.
Figure 4:WordClicker- Introduction
When they press play they are presented with an interactive
tutorial that takes them through basics of the game (shown in Figure
5).
Figure 5:WordClicker- Tutorial
They can repeat this tutorial and view additional instructions
regarding the classes at any point (shown in Figure 6).
2https://wordclicker.com/
Figure 6:WordClicker- Instructions
During gameplay, the player is shown a single sentence at a
time (see Figure 8). They can advance to the next sentence by using
the “Next sentence” button. Once players have earned a sufficient
amount of in-game credits they unlock and are offered the oppor-




In this section we zoom in at a more granular level on the gameplay
focussing on the core game mechanics, organised by their place in
the incremental game design loop.
Action step. In the action step of the game loop, the player collects
the resources (ingredients). With the goal of high ludic efficiency,
the user interaction involves simply selecting the appropriate in-
gredients jar (category), then selecting one or more words in the
sentence that are of that ingredient (category). The incremental
game design choices negates the need for adding orthogonal me-
chanics. Accumulating ingredients are shown in their respective
jars. The correctly marked token is then shown with a shimmering
effect.
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Wait Step. In the wait step of the loop, cakes are automatically
produced and sold in the quantity specified by the current mul-
tiplier (in the generator) giving the player a reward. Resources
that the player has gathered (cake ingredients), are consumed syn-
chronously and added to the cakes when available. This relationship
is illustrated to the user through an animation that shows ingredi-
ents leaving the jars and moving to the cake and the ingredients
being shown on the cake itself. The more ingredients a cake has,
the more it is worth. The player is shown the cakes potential worth
and their current worth in the game. This is designed to encourage
the player to explore all of the labelling categories currently avail-
able to them, to maximise their potential gain by leveraging the
notion that players do not want to waste their purchases, known
as the sunk-cost fallacy [27, 41]. Here we are using an avoidance
fixed interval schedule with fixed avoidance schedule (known to be
suitable for a slow but steady response) [27] underneath to soften
it. That is, the players receive a reward based on their investments
regardless, but they receive far less reward unless they manage to
continue to steadily find ingredients. Here we are directing players
towards marking labels.
Reward. We require no action (e.g. harvesting) on the part of the
player to receive their reward. However, there is a deliberate discon-
nect (cakes) between the resources that are gathered (ingredients)
and the virtual currency (dollars). The purpose of this is to add an
additional opportunity for control that is utilised, as described in
the wait step, to motivate the player to label all the categories.
Upgrade. Upgrades are purchased from the shop by the player
investing their primary reward and affect the game in two ways.
They can either, increase the generator multiplier or increase the
quantity of resources produced by a correct. These purchases effec-
tively either increase game speed/reward/difficulty, or slow down
the game whilst preserving the speed/reward. The cost of each
upgrade increases infinitely, providing potentially infinite game-
play, and exponentially, with each purchase (in line with typical
idle game formulas [35]).
Leveraging the goal-gradient hypothesis that players exert more
effort when approaching a reward [27], upgrades are obscured in
the store until the player has almost sufficient funds, and a progress
bar shows how close the player is to being able to purchase that
reward (Figure 8). Here again, we direct players towards marking
labels.
As the game progresses the player also has the opportunity to
purchase additional labelling categories. This allows for a config-
urable, self-paced player progression.
Penalizing incorrect responses. When the player labels incorrectly
one of their purchases, if available, becomes damaged. This negative
reinforcement leverages the players loss aversion to encourage
considered annotation. Feedback is given in the form of a text
notification message that appears in the bottom left hand corner
and a flashing red outline on the token (shown in Figure 8).
4.3 Corpora
WordClicker requires a corpora, or large body of annotated data.
There needs to be a sufficiently permissive copyright licence that
Figure 8:WordClicker- Gameplay with errors and feedback
we could present the texts in the context of a game; the part-of-
speech tags needed to be of particularly high quality and whilst
not a requirement, ideally the texts would be interesting to read.
The GUM corpora [51] was selected as a corpora matching these
criteria.
5 CONCLUSION
To be considered a truly effective approach and useful for inte-
gration into a GWAP, a text labelling game and its constituent
mechanics should be capable of acquiring players alongside tradi-
tional games, but face considerable design constraints including
cost, the requirement of high ludic efficiency and tasks that are
not a natural fit for many existing game genres. In this work we
present an adaptation and application of clicker game mechanics
to address the challenging design space of text labelling in games.
Future research will carry out a complete experiment exploring
WordClicker ability to recruit and retain players. discussed, to test
WordClicker directly as a GWAP.
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